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Journey Through the Night - Anne de Vries 1978
13 Treasures - Michelle Harrison 2010-04-12
Tanya is no ordinary girl. She can see fairies. But not the fairies we imagine. Evil fairies who cast spells on
her, rousing her from her sleep and propelling her out of bed. At wit's end with her daughter's inexplicable
behavior, Tanya's mother sends her away to live with her grandmother at Elvesden Manor, a secluded
countryside mansion on the outskirts of a peculiar Essex town. There is plenty to explore, as long as Tanya
stays away from Hangman's Wood- a vast stretch of forest, full of catacombs and notorious for people losing
their lives. Fifty years ago a girl vanished in the woods, a girl Tanya's grandmother will not speak of. As
Tanya learns more about this girl, she finds herself dangerously close to vanishing into the fairy realm
forever. Debut author Michelle Harrison weaves an intricate mystery into a beautiful and haunting fantasy
that captures a rich world of fairy lore where only the color red can offer protection.
Talking to Alaska - Anna Woltz 2021-04-15
A powerful story of two unlikely friends brought together by the love of a dog It only takes one day at their
new school for Parker and Sven to become mortal enemies. Parker's had a terrible summer and just wants
to be invisible, while Sven is desperate to make an impression and be known as anything other than "that
boy with epilepsy." When Parker discovers her beloved dog Alaska – who she had to give away last year –
now belongs to Sven, she's determined to steal Alaska back. Of course, that's easier said than done...
Jaarboek Der Maatschappij Tot Nut Van 't Algemeen Voor ... - 1864
The Storm Sister - Lucinda Riley 2016-04-21
Dette er den andre boka i Lucinda Rileys serie løst basert på mytologien rundt stjernekonstellasjonen de
syv søstre. Ally, en talentfull seiler, skal til å konkurrere i et av verdens mest utfordrende yachtrace når hun
får nyheten om adoptivfarens plutselige og mystiske død. Hun skynder seg tilbake for å møte sine fem
søstre i deres slott ved Genfersjøen. Hun er også, i all hemmelighet, involvert i et lidenskapelig
kjærlighetsforhold. I kjølvannet av de opprivende hendelsene som følger, reiser Ally ut på havet for å
forfølge sporene hennes far la igjen i Norge. Der oppdager hun sine røtter - og hvordan hennes historie er
uløselig knyttet til en ung, ukjent sangerinne, Anna Landvik, som bodde der over 100 år tidligere og sang i
den aller første oppføringen av Griegs musikkstykke til Ibsens skuespill "Peer Gynt". Omtalen er utarbeidet
av BS.
Super Granny 4 - Pffff, Gemakkelijk - Megan Havervlok 2022-06-30
Leerzaam en leuk, grappig en gratis. Zelfs in de grote vakantie hebben Meg en Granny geen dagje vrij.
Verdwenen huisdieren opsporen, mysteries oplossen, pestkoppen een lesje leren, en nog veel meer
avonturen. Je snapt niet dat het allemaal in één boek past. Natuurlijk spelen al die avonturen zich niet in
Polderdam af. Polderdam is echt het saaiste dorp van Nederland. Daar gebeurt nooit wat, behalve als je
midden in de nacht de keuken inkomt en je ziet daar twee kabouters, van top tot teen onder de vanillevla.
Megan en Granny reizen zelfs naar Lapland, waar een koninklijke bruiloft… Dacht je dat ik dat hier
allemaal ging vertellen? Lekker gemakkelijk, zeker. Pffff. Lees het boek maar lekker zelf.
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Eva - A Novel by Carry van Bruggen - Carry van Bruggen 2019-11-01
Eva, a 1927 novel by Dutch writer Carry van Bruggen, is an experiment in depicting a woman’s life from
girlhood to marriage, and beyond, to sexual freedom and independence. At the same time, the narrative
expresses Eva’s dawning sense of self and expanding subjectivity through a stream of consciousness told by
a shifting narrator. Burdened all of her life by feelings of shame, at the end of the novel Eva overcomes this
legacy of her upbringing and declares that it is ‘bodily desire that makes love acceptable’. Carry van
Bruggen’s rich and varied language conveys Eva’s experience of the world. Powerful memories of an
orthodox Jewish childhood pervade the novel with its fluid sense of time. As Eva puts it, ‘I let these years
slip through my fingers like a stream of dry, glinting sand.’ Jane Fenoulhet makes this important modernist
novel accessible to English readers for the first time. While it can be described as a becoming-woman of
both Eva and her creator, so can the translation be seen as the translator’s own becoming, as Fenoulhet
explains in the accompanying commentary, where she also describes the challenges of translating van
Bruggen’s dynamic, intense narrative. For Fenoulhet, translation is more a matter of personal engagement
with the novel than a matter of word choice and style. In this way, the emotional and intellectual life of the
main character is re-enacted through translation.
Fractured - Karin Slaughter 2009
Slaughter, one of the best crime novelists in America ("Washington Post"), brings back the characters from
her "New York Times"-bestselling work "Triptych" for a shocking showdown of heart-stopping suspense.
The Pearl Sister - Lucinda Riley 2017-11-02
CeCe D'Aplièse has never felt she fitted in anywhere. Following the death of her father, the elusive
billionaire Pa Salt - so-called by the six daughters he adopted from around the globe and named after the
Seven Sisters star cluster - she finds herself at breaking point. Dropping out of art college, CeCe watches as
Star, her beloved sister, distances herself to follow her new love, leaving her completely alone. In
desperation, she decides to flee England and discover her past; the only clues she has are a black-and-white
photograph and the name of a woman pioneer who lived in Australia over one hundred years ago. En-route
to Sydney, CeCe heads to the one place she has ever felt close to being herself: the stunning beaches of
Krabi, Thailand. There amongst the backpackers, she meets the mysterious Ace, a man as lonely as she is
and whom she subsequently realizes, has a secret to hide...A hundred years earlier, Kitty McBride,
daughter of an Edinburgh clergyman, is given the opportunity to travel to Australia as the companion of the
wealthy Mrs McCrombie. In Adelaide, her fate becomes entwined with Mrs McCrombie's family, including
the identical, yet very different, twin brothers: impetuous Drummond, and ambitious Andrew, the heir to a
pearling fortune.When CeCe finally reaches the searing heat and dusty plains of the Red Centre of
Australia, she begins the search for her past. As something deep within her responds to the energy of the
area and the ancient culture of the Aboriginal people, her creativity reawakens once more. With help from
those she meets on her journey, CeCe begins to believe that this wild, vast continent could offer her
something she never thought possible: a sense of belonging, and a home...
Snatched - Karin Slaughter 2012-05-14
‘One of the boldest thriller writers working today’ TESS GERRITSEN ‘Her characters, plot, and pacing are
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unrivalled’ MICHAEL CONNELLY __________________________________ FBI Special Agent Will Trent’s instinct
is put to the test. On assignment at Atlanta's busy airport Will Trent is forced to make a split-second
decision. But is it the right one? Multi-million copy, international bestselling thriller writer Karin Slaughter
is known for her razor-sharp plotting and her ability to put the reader right at the heart of the crime.
Snatched is Karin at her best in a compelling story that will grip you like a vice. An exclusive straight to
digital short story from the No.1 bestseller. Includes the opening chapters of Criminal and a taster of
Fallen.
Fright Night - Maren Stoffels 2020-09-01
Spending the night in the woods with your friends is not a good idea in this scary thriller by the author of
ESCAPE ROOM--a Halloween must-read. Sofia isn't so sure about Fright Night. When she suggested it to
her friends, she was only thinking of it as an excuse to get closer to Dylan. Now that it's happening, she's
worried that spending the night in a deserted forest is a bad idea. But it's totally safe--there's even a safe
word if things get too intense. And they do. Sofia and her friends are forced to face their greatest fears, and
suddenly? It's too late to turn back. Underlined is a line of totally addictive romance, thriller, and horror
titles coming to you fast and furious each month. Enjoy everything you want to read the way you want to
read it.
Know Your Rights and Claim Them - Amnesty International 2021-09-17
A timely look at children's rights, the young activists who fought for them, and how readers can do the
same by Amnesty International, Angelina Jolie, and Geraldine Van Bueren
Fing's War - Benny Lindelauf 2019-05
The Boon family and their indefatigable gallows humor are back in Benny Lindelauf's follow-up to Nine
Open Arms. Poised to win a scholarship to the nearby teachers college, Fing has high hopes. It's 1938 and
her poor family of nine--one father, four brothers, three sisters, and a grandmother--has finally managed to
eke out a living in the tiny cigar factory abutting their dilapidated home. But smelling success, her dreamer
of a father is determined to expand and Fing's dreams fall apart when she instead has to go to work for the
Cigar Emperor, taking care of his new, German wife's eccentric niece. The novel's gripping language,
enriched by Yiddish, German, and Dutch dialect, plunges the reader into the world of a large, colorful,
motherless family as they navigate the changes World War II visits upon their little town on the border of
the Netherlands and Germany. This stand-alone follow-up to Nine Open Arms, a 2015 Batchelder Honor
book translated from Dutch, is a fantasy, a historical novel, and literary fiction all wrapped into one.
Grip - Rick Pastoor 2022-02-08
“If you feel like a hostage of your to-do list and struggle to find time for what matters most, this book will
be a huge help.” —Daniel H. Pink, #1 New York Times bestselling author of When and Drive We’re all
familiar with the signs that things are getting out of hand. The week has barely started and already you’re
playing catch-up. At the end of another busy day, your to-do list is longer than it was that morning, your
inbox overflowing with other people’s asks. At times like those, no matter how hard we work, it can feel like
we’re spinning our wheels. Enter GRIP: The Art of Working Smart, by Dutch entrepreneur and bestselling
author Rick Pastoor. GRIP is a fresh and forgiving guide that helps you get things done and free up time for
what’s important to you. In the space of one year, Rick went from being a 25-year-old engineering hire to
leading a team of 30 at Blendle, the New York Times-backed journalism startup. It was clear he needed a
new way of working. And fast. So, Rick started experimenting. He’d keep what worked, ditch what didn’t,
and share with coworkers what he learned along the way. The result is GRIP: a flexible collection of tools
and insights that helped the team do their best work. Now it can do the same for you. An overnight
sensation in Holland, this bestseller has helped thousands find clarity amid the chaos of our demanding
times. Now available in English, for everyone who’s looking to reclaim their sanity and add direction to
even the most hectic days and weeks. Rick's friendly, no-nonsense approach makes it easy to dive in. The
book’s pick-and-choose structure, complete with cheat sheets for each section, means you can start
applying what you need straightaway. GRIP walks you through: Unlocking the power of everyday tools
you’re already using like a calendar, to-do list, and email Lowering the volume on distractions to find your
focus And freeing up room to think big and grow So you can get started on making your dreams a reality.
Of Salt and Shore - Annet Schaap 2020-10-13
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For fans of The Hazel Wood, this middle grade novel takes the dark stuff of fairytales and crafts it into a
powerful story of friendship and light. "Once I picked the book up, I didn’t set it down until I finished it with
tears in my eyes. . ." —The New York Times Book Review Every evening Lampie, the lighthouse keeper's
daughter, must light a lantern to warn ships away from the rocks, but one stormy night disaster strikes. The
lantern is not lit, a ship is wrecked, and someone must pay. To work off her debt, Lampie is banished to the
Admiral's lonely house, where a monster is rumored to live. The terrors inside the house aren't quite what
she thought they would be--they are even stranger. After Lampie saves the life of the neglected, deformed
son of the admiral, a boy she calls Fish, they form a close bond. Soon they are pulled into a fairytale
adventure swimming with mermaids, pirates, and misfits. Lampie will discover the courage to fight for
friendship, knowledge, and the freedom to be different.
Using Accounting Information A Hundred Hours of Night - Anna Woltz 2016-05-10
When Emilia de Wit ran away to New York City, she planned everything to a T. Plane ticket, purchased.
Cute apartment, rented online. Subway map, printed and highlighted. This was no ordinary trip -- this was
Emilia's declaration of independence. Her chance to escape the disaster her life has become. To get away
from the horrible scandal that has rocked Amsterdam, the scandal that is all her dad's fault. To see if her
mom, the glamorous, world-famous artist, will even notice. New York steals Emilia's heart at first sight -even though absolutely nothing goes to plan. She didn't plan to end up homeless on a stranger's doorstep.
She didn't plan to make friends with Seth, Abby, and Jim. And she could never have known that Hurricane
Sandy would be barreling up the coast, straight for the city. All she wanted was to get away from her
parents, her problems, her life... but when the storm hits and the power goes out, Emilia feels farther from
home than she could have imagined.
A Throne for Sisters (Books 7 and 8) - Morgan Rice 2020-06-18
“Morgan Rice's imagination is limitless. In another series that promises to be as entertaining as the
previous ones, A THRONE OF SISTERS presents us with the tale of two sisters (Sophia and Kate), orphans,
fighting to survive in a cruel and demanding world of an orphanage. An instant success. I can hardly wait to
put my hands on the second and third books!” --Books and Movie Reviews (Roberto Mattos) A bundle of
books seven and eight in Morgan Rice’s new fantasy series A THRONE FOR SISTERS (A CROWN FOR
ASSASSINS and A CLASP FOR HEIRS). Here are two bestselling novels, all in one convenient file. Over
150,000 words of reading, all for an incredible price—it also makes the perfect gift! In A CROWN FOR
ASSASSINS, Sophia, Kate and Lucas finally get the chance to journey in search of their long-lost parents.
Will they find them? Are they alive? And what message do they hold for them? Their journey demands a
price, though. Ashton is left without a ruler, and the Master of Crows still lies in wait, ready to strike. As
the fate of the realm lies in the balance, help may come from the most unlikely place of all: Stonehome. In A
CLASP FOR HEIRS (A Throne for Sisters—Book Eight), Sophia, Kate and Lucas finally meet their parents.
Who are they? Why were they in exile? And what secret message might they hold for them about their
identities? Meanwhile, the Master of Crows ravages Ashton, Stonehome lies in danger, and Sebastian must
find a way to whisk Violet to safety. Will Sophie, Kate and Lucas return in time to save them? Will they
return at all? A THRONE FOR SISTER is a dazzling new fantasy series rife with love, heartbreak, tragedy,
action, adventure, magic, sorcery, dragons, fate and heart-pounding suspense. A page turner, it is filled
with characters that will make you fall in love, and a world you will never forget.
The Rose of Dekama; Or, The Friesian Heiress - Jacob van Lennep 1847
How to Become King - Jan Terlouw 1977-01-01
Seventeen years after the king of Katoren dies, a boy aspires to win the crown and is tested with seven
impossible tasks by six Ministers.
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn - Mark Twain 2011
Desperate to escape his abusive father and the constraints of the civilised life, young Huck Finn fakes his
death and with the help of his slave friend Jim, embarks on a vagabond life rafting down the Mississippi
River. Looking out for each other, Huck and Jim forge a bond that protects them from the prejudices and
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bigotry of their time and place and a society whose rules and regulations seem as perplexing as they are
inflexible. By turns hilarious and heartwarming, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, first published in
1884, is considered Mark Twain's masterpiece; this exquisite collectible edition features an elegant bondedleather binding, a satin-ribbon bookmark, distinctive stained edging and decorative marbled endpapers. It's
the perfect gift for book-lovers and an artful addition to any home library.
Claimed for the Leonelli Legacy - Lynne Graham 2018-01-22
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: CLAIMED
FOR THE LEONELLI LEGACY Wedlocked! by Lynne Graham Tia Grayson has lived a sheltered life-until
Max Leonelli arrives with the news that she is a wealthy heiress. Her grandfather expects a match, but Max
is not a marrying man. Until incendiary desire overtakes them, and he must consider the consequences!
BUYING HIS BRIDE OF CONVENIENCE Bound to a Billionaire by Michelle Smart Eva Bergen is the perfect
candidate for Daniele Pellegrini's convenient wife-her body is pure temptation, and she can't stand him! Eva
has buried any hope of loving again. Until her new husband changes the rules with his expertly ruthless
seduction! THE TYCOON'S MARRIAGE DEAL by Melanie Milburne Ruthless Blake McClelland needs a
fiancée to clinch a deal-so he cold-heartedly chooses a woman who's completely innocent! Matilda
Toppington knows she should refuse Blake's outrageous proposition! Unless Tillie dares to surrender to the
pleasures his sinful gaze promises... HIS MAJESTY'S TEMPORARY BRIDE The Princess Seductions by
Annie West Cat Dubois's life as an illegitimate royal hasn't been luxurious. But when her princess half-sister
disappears ahead of her engagement to King Alexander, Cat agrees to step in! She didn't anticipate Alex's
electric attraction-and Cat cannot hold back from his caress... Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents'
October 2017 Box Set 2 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for
all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Slave, Warrior, Queen (Of Crowns and Glory—Book 1) - Morgan Rice 2016-05-13
“Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another brilliant series, immersing us in a fantasy of
valor, honor, courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has managed again to produce a strong set
of characters that make us cheer for them on every page.…Recommended for the permanent library of all
readers that love a well-written fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Rise of the
Dragons) From #1 Bestselling author Morgan Rice comes a sweeping new fantasy series. 17 year old Ceres,
a beautiful, poor girl in the Empire city of Delos, lives the harsh and unforgiving life of a commoner. By day
she delivers her father’s forged weapons to the palace training grounds, and by night she secretly trains
with them, yearning to be a warrior in a land where girls are forbidden to fight. With her pending sale to
slavehood, she is desperate. 18 year old Prince Thanos despises everything his royal family stands for. He
abhors their harsh treatment of the masses, especially the brutal competition—The Killings—that lies at the
heart of the city. He yearns to break free from the restraints of his upbringing, yet he, a fine warrior, sees
no way out. When Ceres stuns the court with her hidden powers, she finds herself wrongfully imprisoned,
doomed to an even worse life than she could imagine. Thanos, smitten, must choose if he will risk it all for
her. Yet, thrust into a world of duplicity and deadly secrets, Ceres quickly learns there are those who rule,
and those who are their pawns. And that sometimes, being chosen is the worst that can happen. SLAVE,
WARRIOR, QUEEN tells an epic tale of tragic love, vengeance, betrayal, ambition, and destiny. Filled with
unforgettable characters and heart-pounding action, it transports us into a world we will never forget, and
makes us fall in love with fantasy all over again. Book #2 in OF CROWNS AND GLORY will be released
soon!
The Testing - Joelle Charbonneau 2013
Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale is chosen to participate in The Testing to attend the University;
however, Cia is fearful when she figures out her friends who do not pass The Testing are disappearing.
100,000 first printing.
The Sun Sister - Lucinda Riley 2020-05-19
An epic and transporting novel, the latest installment of the “heart-wrenching, uplifting, and utterly
enthralling” (Lucy Foley, author of The Guest List) Seven Sisters series, unravelling between the dazzling
streets of modern-day New York City and the breathtaking plains of 1940s colonial Kenya. Electra d’Aplièse
is a top model who seems to have it all: beauty, fame, and wealth. But beneath the glittery veneer, she’s
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cracking under all the pressure. When her father dies, she turns to alcohol and drugs to ease the pain. As
friends and colleagues fear for her health, Electra receives a shocking letter from a stranger who claims to
be her grandmother. In 1939, New Yorker Cecily Huntley-Morgan arrives in Kenya’s Lake Naivasha region
for the exciting chance to stay with her godmother, the famous socialite Kiki Preston. But after a sheltered
upbringing, she’s astounded by the hedonistic antics of the other ex-pats in the infamous Happy Valley set.
Cecily soon grows to love her stunning but complicated new home, and she even accepts a proposal of
marriage from an enigmatic older cattle farmer. After a shocking discovery and with war looming, Cecily
feels isolated and alone. Until she meets a young woman in the woods and makes her a promise that will
change the course of her life forever. Featuring Lucinda Riley’s “engaging and mesmerizing” (Library
Journal, starred review) storytelling and filled with unforgettable and moving characters, The Sun Sister
explores how love can cross seemingly impossible boundaries.
Escape Room - Maren Stoffels 2020-07-07
There's no getting away from this unputdownable thriller about teens being held captive in an escape room
where the stakes are all too real. Perfect for spooky season! All they need to do is get out. Alissa, Sky, Miles
and Mint are ready for a night of fun at the Escape Room. It's simple. Choose their game. Get locked in a
room. Find the clues. Solve the puzzles. And escape the room in 60 minutes. But what happens if the Game
Master has no intention of letting them go? Underlined is a line of totally addictive romance, thriller, and
horror titles coming to you fast and furious each month. Enjoy everything you want to read the way you
want to read it.
Midnight in Death - J. D. Robb 2005-09-27
J. D. Robb's #1 New York Times bestselling In Death series explodes with intrigue, passion, and suspense in
this novella about the darkest night of Lieutenant Eve Dallas's life—when a killer comes to call... Eve's
name has made a Christmas list, but it's not for being naughty or nice. It's for putting a serial killer behind
bars. Now the escaped madman has her in his sights. With her husband, Roarke, at her side, Eve must stop
the man from exacting his bloody vengeance—or die trying... Midnight in Death previously appeared in
Silent Night
Death at La Fenice - Donna Leon 2012-04-20
A conductor succumbs to cyanide at the famed Venice opera house, in the first mystery in the New York
Times–bestselling, award-winning series. During intermission at the famed La Fenice opera house in
Venice, Italy, a notoriously difficult and widely disliked German conductor is poisoned—and suspects
abound. Guido Brunetti, a native Venetian, sets out to unravel the mystery behind the high-profile murder.
To do so, he calls on his knowledge of Venice, its culture, and its dirty politics. Along the way, he finds the
crime may have roots going back decades—and that revenge, corruption, and even Italian cuisine may play
a role. “One of the most exquisite and subtle detective series ever.” —The Washington Post “A brilliant
writer . . . an immensely likable police detective who takes every murder to heart.” —The New York Times
Book Review
Claiming His Pregnant Wife - Kim Lawrence 2007-09-01
When Francesco Romanelli met Erin Foyle, they were married within days—but it took just a month for
their marriage to fall apart— Believing her husband to be nothing more than a cheat, Erin starts divorce
proceedings. But though she won't be Francesco's wife, she will never be free of him—she is pregnant with
his child. Francesco discovers Erin is pregnant— how dare she keep it from him? If he has his way, the
divorce will never happen. He's on a mission to reclaim her—as his wife and in his bed….
Harlem Shuffle - Colson Whitehead 2021-09-14
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Underground
Railroad and The Nickel Boys, this gloriously entertaining novel is “fast-paced, keen-eyed and very funny ...
about race, power and the history of Harlem all disguised as a thrill-ride crime novel" (San Francisco
Chronicle). "Ray Carney was only slightly bent when it came to being crooked..." To his customers and
neighbors on 125th street, Carney is an upstanding salesman of reasonably priced furniture, making a
decent life for himself and his family. He and his wife Elizabeth are expecting their second child, and if her
parents on Striver's Row don't approve of him or their cramped apartment across from the subway tracks,
it's still home. Few people know he descends from a line of uptown hoods and crooks, and that his façade of
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normalcy has more than a few cracks in it. Cracks that are getting bigger all the time. Cash is tight,
especially with all those installment-plan sofas, so if his cousin Freddie occasionally drops off the odd ring
or necklace, Ray doesn't ask where it comes from. He knows a discreet jeweler downtown who doesn't ask
questions, either. Then Freddie falls in with a crew who plan to rob the Hotel Theresa—the "Waldorf of
Harlem"—and volunteers Ray's services as the fence. The heist doesn't go as planned; they rarely do. Now
Ray has a new clientele, one made up of shady cops, vicious local gangsters, two-bit pornographers, and
other assorted Harlem lowlifes. Thus begins the internal tussle between Ray the striver and Ray the crook.
As Ray navigates this double life, he begins to see who actually pulls the strings in Harlem. Can Ray avoid
getting killed, save his cousin, and grab his share of the big score, all while maintaining his reputation as
the go-to source for all your quality home furniture needs? Harlem Shuffle's ingenious story plays out in a
beautifully recreated New York City of the early 1960s. It's a family saga masquerading as a crime novel, a
hilarious morality play, a social novel about race and power, and ultimately a love letter to Harlem. But
mostly, it's a joy to read, another dazzling novel from the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award-winning
Colson Whitehead.
The Almond Tree - Michelle Cohen Corasanti 2022-07-01
Gifted with a mind that continues to impress the elders in his village, Ichmad Hamid struggles with
knowing that he can do nothing to save his friends and family. Living on occupied land, his entire village
operates in fear of losing their homes, jobs, and belongings. But more importantly, they fear losing each
other. On Ichmad's twelfth birthday, that fear becomes reality. With his father imprisoned, his family's
home and possessions confiscated, and his siblings quickly succumbing to hatred in the face of conflict,
Ichmad begins an inspiring journey using his intellect to save his poor and dying family. In doing so he
reclaims a love for others that was lost through a childhood rife with violence and loss, and discovers a new
hope for the future. Reminiscent of The Kite Runner and One Thousand Splendid Suns, this is an uplifting
read, which conveys a message of optimism and hope.
Voorlezen kan iedereen! - Jelle van Riet 2005
The Downfall of the Netherlands - Mohamed Rasoel 2017-04-20
In the year 1990, when the rest of the world was fast asleep, oblivious to the dangers of Islam, and figures
like Geert Wilders and Marie le Pen were still un-germinated seeds, a Dutch Muslim immigrant had already
written a book, under the pseudonym Mohamed Rasoel, warning Europeans about the dangers that come
with the open-door immigration policy. Immediately upon its publication, the book created a firestorm,
making it the most discussed issue in the country (TV, newspapers and magazines), as reprints of the book
sold out within days, until the left-wing government panicked and banned the book. The author went into
hiding under police protection, but was taken to court by the Anne Frank Foundation, charged with
discrimination, and fined 4000 dollars. Many years later, in 2003, a language professor, T.A. van Dijk, who
did a thorough research into the book, wrote a 250 pages book, arguing that the book had not been written
by Rasoel, but by a highly respected writer Gerrit Komrij, who in return wrote a 40 pages book, denying the
accusations and taking van Dijk to court. The book gained further popularity when, in 2007, the Dutch
right-wing party leader Geert Wilders proposed to the parliament that the book be distributed in all
secondary schools. Since then, many other authors have also referred to its contents, in books such as
Western Europe and its Islam, Defeating Eurabia, and Difference Diffidence Threat. About the contents:
with almost every prediction in the book having come true, the author warns that immigrants arrive
carrying the same mentality that created the situations they fled from in the first place, only to recreate the
same situations in Europe. Furthermore, the book proposes that the outcome of the volatile situation in
Europe can either be a civil war, or the sacrificing of parts of Europe and bestowing them to the Muslims.
Although the book refers mainly to the Netherlands, it applies to other European countries as well, of
course. It is amazing though how everything being said today about Islam had already been said three
decades ago, along with many other amazing arguments that people haven't yet considered. This book was
translated from Dutch to English, without the authorization of the author, whose whereabouts and true
identity are still a mystery.
Twenty Questions for Gloria - Martyn Bedford 2016-04-12
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At 15, Gloria longs for adventure, something beyond her ordinary suburban life. When a mysterious new
boy strolls into school, bent on breaking all the rules, Gloria is ready to fall under his spell. Uman is funny,
confident, and smart. He does what he wants without a care for what anyone thinks. The only people for
him, he says, are the mad ones, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing but burn, burn, burn.
He is everything Gloria wants to be. He can whisk her away and show her a more daring, more exciting life
in which the only limits are the boundaries of her own boldness. But Uman is not all he seems. And by the
time she learns the truth about him, she’s a long way from home . . . and the whole country wants to know:
Where’s Gloria? For fans of Dreamland by Sarah Dessen, Stolen by Lucy Christopher, and the Mara Dyer
books by Michelle Hodkin. Praise for Twenty Questions for Gloria “The witty banter . . . will appeal to teens
who love books with quirky dialogue and zingy one-liners, which also provide a refreshing and authentic
counterpoint to the darker themes that run through the story. . . . For fans of Rainbow Rowell’s Eleanor &
Park.”—SLJ “Bedford’s (Never Ending, 2014) skillful writing and unusual format will draw in teens who
identify with the urge to cast off the mundane and find their place in the world.”—Booklist “Dropping clues
with absolute control over the novel’s trajectory, Bedford builds tension from the initial interview to the
surprising final scene.”—Horn Book “Feels like it should be a Sherlock Holmes style novel and I mean that
in the best way possible because it has that allure and mystery, and yet still keeps it humble with its quirky
characters, romance-on-the-side . . . it’s an amazing novel to read.”—The Guardian, UK “A gripping tale . . .
should definitely be on your reading list.”—Escapades of a Bookworm (UK) “An outstanding novel which
poses big questions while immersing the reader in a fast-moving narrative.”—The School Librarian (UK)
The Letter for the King - Tonke Dragt 2015-08-25
Sixteen-year-old Tiuri must spend hours locked in a chapel in silent contemplation if he is to be knighted
the next day. But as he waits by the light of a flickering candle, he hears a knock at the door and a voice
desperately asking for help. A secret letter must be delivered to King Unauwen across the Great Mountains-a letter upon which the fate of the entire kingdom depends. Tiuri has a vital role to play, one that might
cost him his knighthood. He must trust no one. He must keep his true identity secret. Above all, he must
never reveal what is in the letter . . . Tiuri's journey will take him through dark, menacing forests, across
treacherous rivers, to sinister castles and strange cities. He will encounter evil enemies who would kill to
get the letter, but also the best of friends in the most unexpected places.
Dizary - a Hero's Mark - Patrick Berkhof 2021-09-30
Ileas and Arak are two simple street urchins who one day mischievously masquerade as peacekeepers. This
doesn’t go unpunished and both are branded on their right hand with the notorious magical punitive sign,
the Maark. Unless they perform a good deed at the behest of the Courage and Deed peace guild they will
die from pain in seven days’ time. What doesn’t help is that they live in the labyrinthine world of Dizary. If
you’re in a hurry, the last thing you need is a tangle of streets, countless bridges, dark alleyways – and
dangerous people. When the boys arrive at the mysterious Courage and Deed headquarters, they happen to
meet with four more quite diverse characters with the same Maark. Ileas and Arak have never in their lives
fought with possessed souls or monsters and the prospect of their impending death puts a strain on their
friendship. Carrying out their quest proves impossible without working as a team.
Tom Gates is Absolutely Fantastic (at some things) - Liz Pichon 2014-01-24
Exciting News! Mr Fullerman announces that class 5F are going on an 'Activity Break'! Which should be
fun. As long as I don't get stuck in a group with anyone who snores or worse still with . . . . . . Marcus
Meldrew.
Het Geldboek - Stefan Rooyackers 2009
Humankind - Rutger Bregman 2020-06-02
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The “lively” (The New Yorker), “convincing” (Forbes), and
“riveting pick-me-up we all need right now” (People) that proves humanity thrives in a crisis and that our
innate kindness and cooperation have been the greatest factors in our long-term success as a species. If
there is one belief that has united the left and the right, psychologists and philosophers, ancient thinkers
and modern ones, it is the tacit assumption that humans are bad. It's a notion that drives newspaper
headlines and guides the laws that shape our lives. From Machiavelli to Hobbes, Freud to Pinker, the roots
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of this belief have sunk deep into Western thought. Human beings, we're taught, are by nature selfish and
governed primarily by self-interest. But what if it isn't true? International bestseller Rutger Bregman
provides new perspective on the past 200,000 years of human history, setting out to prove that we are
hardwired for kindness, geared toward cooperation rather than competition, and more inclined to trust
rather than distrust one another. In fact this instinct has a firm evolutionary basis going back to the
beginning of Homo sapiens. From the real-life Lord of the Flies to the solidarity in the aftermath of the
Blitz, the hidden flaws in the Stanford prison experiment to the true story of twin brothers on opposite sides
who helped Mandela end apartheid, Bregman shows us that believing in human generosity and
collaboration isn't merely optimistic—it's realistic. Moreover, it has huge implications for how society
functions. When we think the worst of people, it brings out the worst in our politics and economics. But if
we believe in the reality of humanity's kindness and altruism, it will form the foundation for achieving true
change in society, a case that Bregman makes convincingly with his signature wit, refreshing frankness,
and memorable storytelling. "The Sapiens of 2020." —The Guardian "Humankind made me see humanity
from a fresh perspective." —Yuval Noah Harari, author of the #1 bestseller Sapiens Longlisted for the 2021
Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction One of the Washington Post's 50 Notable Nonfiction
Works in 2020
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd Edition - Al Sweigart 2019-11-12
The second edition of this best-selling Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!) uses Python 3 to teach even
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the technically uninclined how to write programs that do in minutes what would take hours to do by hand.
There is no prior programming experience required and the book is loved by liberal arts majors and geeks
alike. If you've ever spent hours renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how
tedious tasks like these can be. But what if you could have your computer do them for you? In this fully
revised second edition of the best-selling classic Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you'll learn how to
use Python to write programs that do in minutes what would take you hours to do by hand--no prior
programming experience required. You'll learn the basics of Python and explore Python's rich library of
modules for performing specific tasks, like scraping data off websites, reading PDF and Word documents,
and automating clicking and typing tasks. The second edition of this international fan favorite includes a
brand-new chapter on input validation, as well as tutorials on automating Gmail and Google Sheets, plus
tips on automatically updating CSV files. You'll learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform
useful feats of automation to: • Search for text in a file or across multiple files • Create, update, move, and
rename files and folders • Search the Web and download online content • Update and format data in Excel
spreadsheets of any size • Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send email responses and text
notifications • Fill out online forms Step-by-step instructions walk you through each program, and updated
practice projects at the end of each chapter challenge you to improve those programs and use your
newfound skills to automate similar tasks. Don't spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey could
do. Even if you've never written a line of code, you can make your computer do the grunt work. Learn how
in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd Edition.
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